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Your "Nonpareil Office Pen"
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writing Ibat I have ever used.
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ments.
CATALOGUES FREE.
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Mason & Hamlin Organs
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TN college, women are offered ample training for
-*- future committee work in clubs, associations
and church and society work. This is an age when
everything is done by committees and an education
which lacked training in this line would be incom-
plete. But in a college community, the many
different organizations, of class, society, or associa-
tion, necessitate a vast number and complicated
system of committees, so that the majority of the
.
students often serve in that capacity. To serve
well on a committee is an accomplishment. The
service is beset by two temptations, either to do no
work at all, shifting all the work as well as respon-
sibility on the chairman, or else to manage the
business entirely, making the other members pose
either as useless or a hindrance. Of the two
offences, the former is preferable, but the choice
is between two of the most disagreeable of evils.
Committees serve excellently to reveal character.
Native indolence, obstinacy, or imperiousness are
sure to crop out at some ill-fated moment. They
serve excellently, also, to develop character. For
patience, wisdom and foresight cannot but result
from successful committee work. And it is work
absolutely without glory. No one knows how a
piece of work was done except by an indefinite
committee. For developing individual responsi-
bility and a knowledge of character, committee
work is an important factor in education.
Not one of the least of the advantages of our
own College is its large proportion of Western and
Southern students. Situated as it is in the heart
of the East, a full attendance of Eastern students
is natural ; but the proportion of New England
students is kept at about one-half, so that the
College as fully represents the West and South as
the East. Wide locality representation is one of
the very desirable conditions of coUegelife. From it,
there inevitably results to the students a widening
of interests, a famiharity with local pecuharities of
speech and manner, which corresponds in some
degree to the experience of travel, and a strength-
ening of national spirit from the extended experi-
ence with, and interest in, people from various
sections of the country. The girl who has been to
college loses her decided local peculiarities ; and
when she graduates she is American rather than
Eastern or Western. She is cosmopohtan ; and
the college girl, more than any other, is, in many
respects, the typical American girl.
Miss Salmon's lectures on " Some Historic and
Economic Aspects of Domestic Service" have
brought before the College, and especially before
the members of the class in Domestic Economy,
the importance of this great social problem with
new force. It is important not only because it is
a great social problem, but because it is a national
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problem and, as Miss Bulley says in lier article in
a recent number of the Westminster Review, " a
problem lying within the special province of wo-
men. If they do not take it up, it will never be
dealt with at all, since it is quite beyond the
powers of the other sex, as they thankfully acknow-
ledge." Miss BuUey's article describes the con-
dition of Domestic Service in England as rebellion,
since no other word can adequately describe it.
She suggests three possible changes, for some
change must inevitably come in the near future
;
first, an arrangement by which service would be
provided for limited portions of the day by a cen-
tral institution ; second, a system, by which several
households would combine to engage the services
of a staff of servants, each individual of which
would do some specified work ; third, the total
disappearance of the class of domestic servants,
each family doing its own work. As a modified
form of the last change, she suggests a large num-
ber of the educated classes devoting themselves to
domestic work as a profession ; for the girl who
cannot teach or write a novel may be able to cook
or take care of children very successfully. This
is not "a new theory, but one which has been grow-
ing steadily until, now, the story of the college
girl, who hired herself out as a servant, is not too
improbable to be believed. The problem which
confronts us is one commanding every woman's
deep interest and thought ; it is one in which her
influence is direct and unimpeded ; • and one which
she must soon take up openly.
AN INCIDENT OF NEW YORK LIFE.
My Cousin Tom always did make fun of me as
a Sunday-school teacher ; he said that my class
was the worst-behaved in the mission-school, and
that the boys did with me whatsoever they listed.
When Barnum came to New York, and I promised
to take those eight squirming, wriggling morsels
of humanity to the show, he offered to go along
and take care of them and me. I scorned his
offers of assistance, but said that if he wished to
see the circus, I could manage nine children as
well as eight. Tom smiled in a superior way, and
there the matter rested.
At last the fateful day arrived—a bright, clear
Saturday in April, and promptly at one the boys
appeared, though I had repeatedly told them that
they were not to come till one-thirty. As I was
finishing my lunch, Tom also put in an appearance,
somewhat to my discomfort, I confess, though I
summoned all the dignity of my eighteen winters
to my assistance, and marshalled my flock with a
lordly air.
So behold us started for the Fourth Avenue cars,
the boys tearing ahead like little wild things, and
Tom and I following in dignified silence. Once
in the car, my trials really began—for of course it
was packed, and equally of course the boys could
not be kept still for an instant, but swarmed from
one end to the other, till the conductor swore that
there were a hundred of them if there was one,
and threatened to put us all off.
At last, however, we were safely landed at the
circus entrance, only to find that not a seat,
reserved or otherwise, was to be had for love or
money. Tom bought entrance tickets for us all,
(when I saw him elbowing his way through the
crowd round the ticket-office, I was conscious of
a [faint feeling of satisfaction at his presence,)
and after appointing a rendezvous when the show
was over, told the boys to shift for themselves.
Barely waiting for the word, they dived into the
crowd. In hardly longer than it takes to write it,
we beheld those eight )'oungsters standing in the
very front row. Judicious questioning, later on,
revealed the truth—they had formed in single file,
and the first boy had pinched a man's legs. He,
naturally somewhat startled, had jumped, and
before his legs could be brought together again,
the whole eight had passed between, and were
repeating the performance upon the next obstruc-
tion.
When we saw the boys thus well provided for,
Tom escorted me to the great hall where the
curiosities were exhibited, and departed to see if
he could not get me a box-seat.
The grand march had begun, and tlie hall was
deserted by all the curiosities save the Zulus—and
myself. I sat on a bench near the door by which
Tom had made his exit, and the Zulus were on a
large platform on the other side of it.
As I sat there resting quietly after my labors, I
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was startled by a terrific howl—a blood-curdling
yell, the like of which had never before reached
ray astounded ears. I turned in the direction
from which it came, and beheld the Zulu chief
dancing wildly about on his platform. My eyes
became riveted upon him, when to my horror he
suddenly sprang down and started for me—not
directly, but varying his approach with wild leaps
and bounds, and occasional howls.
I felt a peculiar sensation within me, as if my
heart had somehow found its way into my shoes,
and I glanced quickly around the room for some
means of escape, as the Zulu was between me and
the door by which I had entered. Way at the
other end of the room was another door— it looked
very small and ver)' far away, but still it was a
door, and I felt cheered. So I looked boldly at
ray advancing foe, and kept saying encouragingly
to myself: "What nonsense! He is only trying
to frighten me ! " When suddenly I discovered
that he had succeeded so effectually that I was
fairly flying down the hall, and he was in hot
pursuit.
On, on I went—in the dim distance before me
I could see the door, and close behind me I could
feel that terrible Zulu—in my mind's eye I beheld
him brandishing his gleaming tomahawk (though
Tom has since assured me that Zulus do not
possess such articles,) and his blood-curdhng
howls resounded in my ears.
Should I never reach that door—and if I did,
what then? There might be no one there to help
me—I did not know where it led—it might be
only some little room into which it would be
certain death to go—and Tom had gone out of
the other door ! Oh, how I longed for Tom at
that raoment ! Why had I ever resented his
watchful care? He knew so much better
than I the dangers by which we are beset in this
wicked world. And all the time I plunged blindly
on towards that unknown door, tripping over my
dress, entangling my feet in the ropes, stumbling,
reeling, almost falling, but ever pressing on.
At last I reached it. As I flung it open, and
dashed wildly through, I ran fairly into a man who
was entering from the other side. Oh ! the horror
of that moment ! Could it be another Zulu ? And
in my terror I screamed aloud.
Two strong hands seized mine, and a well-
known voice exclaimed : " Why Nan, what is the
matter? " " Oh ! Tom," I gasped, "Dear Tom
—
that awful Zulu—-he tried to scalp me ! "
Tom gave me one look, and then (the heartless
wretch) leaned against the wall and laughed till
the tears ran down his cheeks.
But somehow, I did not care.
Caudacc Stiinson, 'g2.
POLITICAL DRESSMAKING ABROAD.
The United States cut her constitutional clothes
out of new cloth a century and more ago, is
suited with the style, and now changes only the
political details of her wardrobe as her climate
changes. Though isolated for so long, she appre-
ciates the different situation of certain of her
friends across the Atlantic, and extends sympathy
to those whose new clothes must be made out of
remnants of grandmothers' old gowns, and whose
Sovereign Power is a Dressmaker. She will gladly
lend any educational assistance in the process of
cutting and basting, but she has lately respectfully
dechned to pay any bills.
Russia wears a curious combination of home-
spun and foreign fabrics, cut out for her by an
arbitrary head-dressmaker from the fashion-plates
of other countries. The clothes are planned by a
man, are made up in lots by machinery, and never
fit. The dressmaker fails to adapt the styles to
the individual need and taste. Owing to this
uneducated taste, and to her inexperience in
making her own clothes, though Russia would like
to change dressmakers, she finds the revolution
difficult to bring about.
France has always admired that condition of
affairs where she had a genius to manage her
wardrobe. A genius who was able to offer infinite
variety, each gown fitting to perfection, and suit-
ing admirably the individuality of the wearer, she
has preferred to the effort of planning her own
gowns. But as the material grew too shabby, the
dressmakers too careless, and the bills too heavy,
France dispensed with the whole system, and now
selects and makes her own clothes. The chief
characteristic of her present gowns is that they are
composed of most of the colors of the rainbow
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delicately and exquisitely combined. We may say
here, incidentally, that a comparison of a modern
Worth gown with the composition of the present
Chamber of Deputies would bring to light many
common characteristics.
Italy is well satisfied with the dressmaker she
has selected for herself. She is not particular
about the style of her clothes, as long as it is not
ecclesiastical, and she prefers the fabric to be
something resembling that out of which the old
Roman togas were made. Italy requires her
dressmaker to clothe her as well as Austria and
Germany dress—on a very small allowance. The
present problem of her life is how to meet her
bills. That she meets them at all is a constant
surprise to herself and her friends. Germany
kindly loaned the funds for the accessories of her
last gown, and Italy would like Louisiana to pay
for the next.
Spain adores a uniform—Spain has generals
enough in her army to supply all Europe—but her
dressmakers insist that it shall be protected by a
clerical robe. No one knows how Spain pays for
either, but most of us think that she charges it,
and Spanish orators are constantly telling us that
simply to be a Spaniard—and wear epaulets—is a
glorious thing ! When little Cuba wishes to select
her own styles, and cut her clothes herself, they
regard her poor taste with amazement, and try to
save her from making a guy of herself. We can
say that the fabrics in one dress are apt not to
match, and that the sewing will not bear examina-
tion.
Portugal copies Spain in all things, especially in
the matter of finances.
Coi-a L. Stewart, Special.
IN THE DISPENSARY.
Did you ever visit a Dispensary ? No ? Then
may I tell you what I saw and heard the other
afternoon at the Boston Homeopathic Dispensary.
For a long time I had been anxious to peep into
the lives of the poor children of the streets, and
my knowledge of them was sadly disproportional
to my sympathy ; so when Dr. G. invited me to
attend her weekly clinic, I gladly assented.
The appointed Friday was one of those warm.
enervating days that seem rightfully to belong in
midsummer, and not in April ; when one likes to
make excuses to stay indoors. Yet Dr. G. never
thought of excusing herself from her self-imposed
task, and as for me, the opportunity was too prized
to be neglected.
As we were crossing Harrison Avenue on Con-
cord St., a child's voice was heard exclaiming,
" I say. Mother ! there goes my doctor ! I guess
I'm sick ! " and a moment later we heard the
patter of bare feet behind us, and turning, we saw
the brightest, dirtiest, raggedest, little fellow of
eight years ; his yellow hair waved to and fro
through the torn crown of an old straw hat.
" Halloa, doctor, halloa ! " he panted as he over-
took us. " Well, Freddie," smiling down into the
upturned face, "Are you really sick to-day?"
" Not zactly ; kinder sick though, cos I got to go
the 'Spensary." In a moment more we had reached
our destination, and Freddie looked up with a
roguish smile, " I guess I don't need some medi-
cine to-day ; Good-bye doctor," and the little
bare feet went trotting swiftly homewards.
Under the main entrance of the B. U. Medical
College is that of the Dispensary ; here my friend
left me, to consult with a physician in waiting.
Meanwhile I looked around me. The narrow hall
in which I sat ran through the building. The
several doors leading from it on the right, were
marked respectively, " Pharmacy," " Surgical,"
" Medical," " Womens ; " and those on the left,
" Heart and Lung," " Nervous Department,"
" Waiting Room." By the latter door hung a slate,
and my eye was caught by such requests as these :
" Plees send a doctor to John Blank, 250 A St., as
soon as you posseapely can." " Plese come to Mrs.
Brown, 1 1 B St., as soon aspossabel, directly, for she
is awful sick." Possible seemed a favorite word in
these requests and in one was abbreviated to poss.
My heart ached as I looked upon this inelegant,
almost unintelligible chirography. One wondered
what hands those were that traced the poor lines
;
were they prompted by love? was it anxiety for
the sick ones that caused the lines to be so blurred ?
and did they get well or did they pass beyond the
" immejate " care of the physician, to the country
where shall be " no death neither shall there be
any more pain."
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Through the open door beside me, I looked into
the crowded waiting room ; nearly one hundred
patients were in waiting, and about one half were
children, representing all ages from the infant of a
few months to the boy and girl of twelve and
fourteen. Some, though poorly dressed, looked
quite respectable ; some there were, whose shabby
clothes looked pitifully neat ; but more, alas
!
represented homes from which neatness, thrift and
possibly love were banished.
What studies their faces were ! Here the care-
less, indiffereint ones ; there the proud, reserved
ones, that seemed to look upon the physicians as
their natural enemies ; then the frightened," tearful
faces with large, pleading eyes that seemed to be
begging pardon for being there, for being ill at all.
And those pale, pinched faces, too sick to wonder
or to question at the surroundings ! Surely it was
upon such faces as these that Mrs. Browning
looked when she wrote of those who were " or-
phaned of the heavenly love and earthly," who say
" We are weary and we can not run or leap
;
If we cared for any meadows,
It were merely to drop down in them and sleep."
Have they fathers and mothers these little ones ?
from what sort of homes do they come? What do
they know of the bed-time story, the evening prayer
and the good-night kiss, the birthright of every
child ?
When my friend returned I followed her through
the waiting room, on the opposite side of which
were doors opening into the Eye and Ear Depart-
ment and the Children's Department. Into this
latter room we went, a room so tiny that it could
scarcely hold half a dozen persons comfortably.
A noticeable piece of furniture in the room was an
old-fashioned case reaching from the floor to the
ceiling. " That case is connected with the begin-
ing of the Dispensary " observed the doctor as she
arranged her records for the afternoon's work.
" Please tell me about it," I asked, " if you can
work and talk together." Would you too like to
hear?
More than thirty-four years ago several philan-
thropic gentlemen of Boston engaged a small back
room in Tremont Temple, with the design of per-
petuating there the laws of Hahnemann. A
different physician went each day to attend to the
wants of the sick poor ; and one, who recently
died in Newton, prepared for many years at a
small salary, the tinctures for the physicians and
dispensed medicines to the poor. This little case
is the same one they used in that tiny back room.
After fourteen years it was found practicable to
remove to Burroughs Place ; and a few years later
a branch was established in connection with the
B. U. Medical College. During this growth and
these changes two men were closely connected with
it. One is the surgeon at the Dispensary ; the
other, who has given for twenty years, his valuable
services there, is now a loved and honored pro-
fessor in the B. U. Medical College. The influence
of his life has been a constant inspiration to the
students, and truly many of earth's suffering ones
will rise up in our Father's kingdom and call him
blessed. With such loyal supporters as these the
Dispensary has had a lusty youth, if its birth was
a humble one. Thirty-six physicians give a portion
of their time weekly to its needs. In all, there has
been one hundred eighty-three thousand two hun-
dred eighty-one patients treated, and over half a
miUion prescriptions given." " As the best Pro-
phet of the Future is the Past," I said, " it will
surely have a grand old age."
At two o'clock, an assistant throwing open the
door, called, " Number one for the children," and
there came limping painfully in a boy of about
thirteen, closely followed by a younger brother.
After the uiual preliminaries of obtaining name,
age and address, the doctor asked pleasantly," And
now what is the matter, Robert ? Are you really
sick? " Robert gave an amused little laugh. " Oh
no 1 I'm never sick ; only got a sore foot."
This proved a very talkative patient. While the
wound was being dressed the little brother was
carefully observant of operations ; Robert resented
this close scrutiny as not complimentary to the
doctor, and said brusquely, " You needn't be a
watchin' ; this doctor understands her business
now." He was irrepressible. " My cousin, that's
Jim he says that he came to you onct, and he says
says he that you's boss, but," and his voice dropped,
" he says you's an old maid ; and " instantly
brightening at the prospect of some day executing
his threat, " if he ever says that again I'll knock
him down, for you aint an old maid, bees you
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doctor? " " Why yes Robert, if to be an old maid
is to not be married ; do you really think it is
something dreadful— this being an old maid ? "
And now could any young gallant have said more
gracefully than this ragged little urchin, as he looked
up smiling through the pain, " No, no, I guess it's
something pretty nice." The foot by this time was
dressed and Robert with promises to obey direc-
tions and come again, departed.
A lad of nearly the same age, responded to
number two. Thomas was quite tidy and clean,
and his reserved, half-defiant air was a great con-
trast to the frankness of number one. He kept
his head turned away as he answered in a low tone
to the questions about nis cough? " Do you run
much Thomas? but there ! I never knew a boy
who did not run." For the first time the boy
looked up. " Do you get cross with the boys
quickly? Ah I thought so; well, I rather like
boys who have minds of their own, especially those
boys who try to rule their wills and not be ruled by
them." The boy's eyes opened ; his reserve was
gone ; surely this was a rare person who could see
good in boys who " got mad,"
A sweet-faced girl of fifteen was the next one to
enter, and she came so timidly that, as in the case
of Thomas, one felt it was by no wish of her own
that she was there. " Are you afraid of me dear?"
came the doctor's pleasant query ; " I am not here
just to ask questions, but as your friend, who wants
to help you." And before the girl knew it, she
was drawn by this wonderful power of sympathy,
which can be felt rather than expressed, to tell of
the severe headaches, the long walk to the Latin
School, the hard study, the ambition to teach if
she could only stay at school, the hard-worked
parents and the poverty-ruled home. When she
went from the office, her glad face showed that
she took with her something infinitely more helpful
than prescriptions or medicine, that loving sym-
pathy and words of encouragement, the value of
which can never be estimated.
One of the most interesting cases to me was that
of " small-faced Alice." She was a tiny body with
a child's face and a woman's years ; and her ex-
pression showed that saddest of sights, a darkened
intellect. Doctor (1. had met her in the street
two years before when she was on her way to her
clinic and invited her to go with her, as she saw
she needed medical treatment. Since then, sick
or well, she has been a constant visitor at the
Dispensary. " You like to come here, do you
Alice?" I asked. "Yes'm I know when a body
is kind to me, if I am only Alice. I know when
the finest lady in Boston stops and speaks pleasant
every day to her as the boys mock and call small-
faced Alice."
The next patient was a little fellow whose face
shone with excitement as he asked, " Aint I clean
'nough today Doctor?" and indeed he could have
vied with the " Ruggleses " when they emerged
from their Christmas Day bath with its finishing
touches of sand- soap. It seems that this personi-
fication of cleanliness had been sent home the week
before to be washed, " for," said the doctor," how
can I tell whether you look sick or well under such
a dirty face."
If there were time I should tell you something
of George, a manly boy of ten who said, " I'm not
coming any more to the Dispensary, doctor, I'm
going to work," and the pride in his voice almost
conquered the regret. " Going to work ! Why
my dear boy you ought to be in school ! " " Well
we're awful poor, and father can't afford to buy
my boots, and I'm going to earn two dollars every
week being an errand boy." Think of being de-
prived of his rightful inheritance, an education, for
two dollars a week ! The child was far from well
and his case seemed all the more pitiable to learn
that drink took the father's money that should go
for the boy's shoes.
One after another they came and went till the
record showed that there had been thirty-eight
patients.
Thejast to come in was a quiet, sad-f;iced wo-
man, dressed in plain mourning garments. " Do
you remember me doctor?" she asked, " I am
Johnnie Buckler's mother." I wondered why this
name should seem familiar to me, when I suddenly
remembered that it was the name of a little patient
who used to come to the Dispensary last summer,
in whom Dr. G. was greatly interested. " I have
thought often of Johnnie ; " she was now saying to
the mother, " when I returned to my clinic in
October, I had forgotten his last name so inquired
in vain for some news of the child whose sweelyt-
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patient face and ethereal smile had found a lasting
place in my heart. Please tell me about his sick-
ness."
"They told us that you had taken another doc-
tor's office hours and could not be here ; but we
came for several weeks and every time he would
ask so eagerly, ' Is she there, Mamma ? is my
> beautiful doctor there ? ' Then one day he said
he was too tired to be taken to the Dispensary, too
tried to be made well. He grew worse every day
and begged coristantly for his ' beautiful doctor.'
I wanted to go for you, but my husband said no,
we were too poor to have such an expensive doc-
tor." Here Dr. G. interrupted her with, " O you
should not have thought of money
;
you should
have known how gladly I would have gone."
" I knew you would say so," replied the mother
through her sobs.
After a few moments she went one, " Through
his delirium he would repeat, " O Mamma I do
love my beautiful doctor ! Please tell her I want
her, Mamma." And why I came today was to ask
you if you would like his picture with the last words
he ever spoke written on it." Carefully unwrapping
it, she passed the picture to Dr. G.
There was silence in the little room for a long
time.
Would you like to see what I saw then ? A face,
delicately featured and shaded by clustering dark
hair; a sweet little mouth with a tender, wistful
look of pain ; large brown eyes that seemed to be
looking beyond mortal vision, and one wondered
what revelation of the spirit world had been given
to them ; an indefinable something in the expression
that gave one a feeling of peace.
Underneath was written
Little Johnnie,
" O Mamma I do love her so."
Miriam W. Newcomb.
NEWS OF THE WEEK.
On Sunday, May 3, Dean W. E. Huntington, of
Boston University, preached in the Chapel, taking his
text from Matt. 4: 28, " For the earth bringeth forth
fruit of herself; first the blade, then the ear, after that
the full corn in the ear."
* *
On Friday afternoon, May i, Prof. Hill gave his
second lecture on the " Music of the Ancient Greeks."
The octave lyre of the Greeks started with the key-note,
giving a range of a fourth below and a fifth above, all
within the compass of the voice. The Mese was the
key-note and the centre of every two octaves. It was
considered the conjunction of all sounds, especially of
the sweet ones, and all the strings of the lyi-e were
tuned from it. The Mese was the key-note of all
scales and had no fixed pitch. The hymns to the gods
had been set to the tetrachord scale, which was thus
preserved and used at the same time with the system
of Pythagoras. The Greeks were more exact in
naming their intervals and notes, as is shown by the
meanings of their names for our fourth, fifth and
octave; diatessaron, through four, diapente, through
five, and diapason, through all. The modern diatonic
scale was evolved from the Greek scale of Pythagoras.
The names of Dorian, Phrygian, and Lydian apply to
the nature of music used on different occasions ; the
Doric being severe, firm, manly; the Phrygian, enthu-
siastic ; and the Lydian, modest and decorous, or
according to some, of a plaintive nature suited for
love songs. The notation of the Greeks was very
curious. They represented the diiferent tones by
letters, or combinations of letters, abbreviated or cut
in pieces, and placed upside down or on the side, in a
way that would seem confusing to us. That the
Greeks appreciated music and were far advanced in its
study, appears in their discovery of intervals of a
quarter-tone, which they called enharmonic. They
had the twenty-eight tones or "soundings" of the
Egyptians, which they associated with the sounds of
the universe and with the twenty-eight days of the
lunar month. The name chromatic arises from the
custom of distinguishing the strings by the use of
colors. Music was not left to musicians, but was taken
up as well by the philosophers and mathematicians.
It became a necessary part of the education of a young
Greek, and whoever could not play upon some instru-
ment was considered very ignorant. The music of the
Greeks consisted, at first, only in praises to their gods,
and in chants for funeral services. Later, it was
considered as a means of harmonizing and beautifying
the soul. Plutarch lamented that the love for music
had so degenerated that the theatre-music had replaced




On Monday evening, May 4, the long anticipated
Symphony Concert was given in the Chapel, by part
of the Boston .Symphony Orchestra, assisted by Miss
Rose Stewart. Much admiration was expressed for
Miss Stewart's pleasing personality and charming voice.
One great beauty in her singing is her simplicity
and lack of effort. Her higher notes are flute-like in
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clearness and sweetness, and her voice was particularly
well adapted to the first song, " The Mad Scene from
' Lucia,' " in which the flute took the second voice.
Her rendering of " Thou Art So Like a Flower " was
very sweet, and in " A Bird in the Wood " she imita-
ted the different birds in an extremely graceful, dainty
way. The audience was very enthusiastic and hardly
felt satisfied to let her go, even after the encore. The
concert opened with Weber's Overture, " Der Frei-
schiitz." Those who were not familiar with the overture
were surprised to hear the music which is sung to the
hymn, "My Jesus as Thou Wilt," beautified and
softened by the horns and stringed instruments. Then
the theme changed and became more complex in its
development up to the climax in the finale. The
violin solo, RafTs " Cavatina," was enjoyed the more
that it is so familiar, and the harp accompaniment
blended beautifully with the ten violins. The Sym-
phony of Schubert's was, perhaps, enjoyed more than
any of the other selections. The contrast between the
heavy, intricate first movement and the lyrical simplic-
ity of the Andante was quite striking, and it was
rendered very artistically. Mr. Herbert's 'Cello solo,
and his encore, Chopin's second Nocturne, were given
with true musical feeling. The extract from " Naila "
by Delibes was bright, and carried one away by its
graceful waltz time. The concert closed with a suite
of Grieg's. First came the beauty of " Day-break,"
in which a perfect [picture is given of nature, the first
burst of sunlight being announced by the horns, and
the voices of the birds being brought out by the other
instruments. Then came the grandeur and sadness
that is almost triumphant of the "Death of Aase."
The light tripping of " Anitra's Dance " followed, and,
lastly, "The Imps Chasing Peer Gynt." It opened
with the sound of Peer Gynt's horse madly galloping
and the Imps' screaming and jeering. The whole
piece was so exciting and ludicrous that all, except a
few who were mourning over the hapless Peer, turned
to leave the Chapel with laughter. All who heard the
concert join in thinking it was an experiment we
desire to repeat, for the Chapel is much more suitable
for an orchestral concert than one would have supposed.
The following is the programme :
I. Overture. " Der FreischUtz," Weber.
Donizetti.2. Mad Scene from " Lucia,"
Miss Rose Stewart.
Flute obligato by Mr. Hugo Wittgenstein.
3. Violin Solo. Cavatina, Raff.
Played in unison by ten violins.
4. Unfinished Symphony in B Minor, Schubert.
Allegro, Andante con Moto.
5. 'Cello Solo. " Fantasie Caracteristique," Servais.
Mr. Herbert.
6. Songs with piano,
" Thou Art So Like a Flower," Chadwick.
" A Bird in the Wood," Taubert.
Miss Stewart.
<) a. " Le dernier Somneil de la Vierge," Massenet.
'
I b. Intermezzo from " Naila," Delibes.




The Imps Chasing Peer Gynt,
* *
*
On Monday evening, May 4, Mr. T. F. Wright,
secretary of the Palestine Exploration Society, lectured
in the Chapel on Palestine. Up to forty years ago
scarcely anything was known of that srnall but inter-
esting country. Now out of the four hundred places
mentioned in the Bible, two hundred have been
identified. Forty years ago the exploration of the
country was divided under two heads, the careful
survey of the surface and the few historical places
already known, and the preparation of accurate maps
of the country and the excavation of remains buried
under various cities. The Society has had great
obstacles to overcome, both from the government and
from the climate. Through the perseverance of the
English Society careful maps of the whole country
except that part east of the Jordan, were prepared, and
the more important work of excavation was ready to be
begun. This, however, has progressed but slowly.
East of the Valley of the Kedron, in a village identified
as the Biblical Siloam, a room supposed to be the tomb
of Elias was found. North of the city of Jerusalem, a
little east of the place formerly considered the site, a
mound in the shape of a skull was discovered, and
identified as Golgotha. In confirmation of this, a
pavement just north of the mound was found which was
the execution ground of the Romans, who would nat-
urally adopt as their place of execution the old Jewish
place of punishment. In the enclo.sure of the church
of St Anne, a double cistern was unearthed with an
inscription upon it showing it to be the Pool of Bethes-
da. The Society, finding how diflicult it was to
continue its work within the city walls, started last
summer the excavation of the ancient city of Lachish,
which Joshua stormed and captured. For only one
week could the work be prosecuted, but in that short
time important fragments were discovered. No mat-
ter what spot the Society may choose for its operations,
the results are of the greatest importance, owing to
their bearing upon the Bible.
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COLLEGE NOTES.
BULLETIN.
Monday evening, May 1 1 — Concert in the Chapel
by the Wellesley College Glee and Banjo Club.
Tuesday evening, May 12.— Lecture by Dr. Andrew
D.White, of Cornell University. Subject: The In-
fluence of American Ideas on the French Revolution.
Wednesday evening, May 13.— Second lecture by
Dr. White on The Influence of American Ideas on the
French Revolution.
Saturday afternoon. May 16, at 4.00. — Lecture by
Miss Scudder. Subject: Christian Socialism.
Saturday evening. May 16. — Open meeting of the
Shakespeare Society in the Gymnasium. Presentation
of " Love's Labor's Lost."
Sunday morning, May 17.— Service in the Chapel
led by Dr. Willis Beecher, of Auburn, New York.
Monday evening. May 18. — Concert in the Chapel
by Miss Mary E. Obrien, of the School of Music.
Miss Susan G. Hawkes, '89, is spending a few weeks
in the village.
June thirteenth is the day decided upon for Float
Day this year.
It is probable that the classes in Sophomore Elocu-
tion will be discontinued after the first of June.
On account of the Orchestral Concert, the regular
meeting of the Zeta Alpha Society was changed to
Friday evening. May first. At that time the election
of officers for ne.xt year was held, resulting as follows :
President, Miss Martha G. McCaulley, '92.
Vice-President, Miss Cora Stewart, Sp.
Recording Secretary, Miss Louise Brown, '92.
Corresponding Secretary, Miss Mary Hazard, '93.
Editor of the " True Blue," Miss Flora Randolph, '92.
Treasurer, Miss Belle Morgan, '92.
Marshals, ^ Miss Adelaide Miller, '94,
\ Miss Georgia Lamme, '94.
The laboratory work in Physics, this spring, embraces
several special courses in various departments. A
thorough and detailed study of the microscope is one
of the courses open to students especially interested in
that line of work, such as students in Botany and
Zoology. A course in carpentering is oflered, that
students may have completely under their control the
machines they use in the Physics experiments. The
interest which is apt to flag from week to week when
there is little connection between the separate experi-
ments, is held by this continuous and more detailed
study. Many have chosen these courses in preference
to the ordinary work. The course in carpentering is
especially popular.
On Friday evening. May ist, the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology Glee, Banjo and Mandolin
Clubs gave a concert in the Wellesley Town Hall.
The selections were well chosen, and the Clubs gave
several encores in response to the hearty applause of
the audience. In the Glee Club the parts were not
perfectly balanced, and the club was more successful
in its rendering of jolly songs than of those requiring
more refinement of treatment. The Banjo Club gave
their selections with ease and precision. The
Mandolin Club played with exceptional delicacy and
feeling, showing careful training under able leadership.
The concert as a whole was a most enjoyable one.
On Saturday afternoon, May 2nd, the Elocution
Department held an open meeting, which was attended
by many guests from out of town as well as from the
college. The programme was as follows :
—
I. Liberating Exercises, Sophomore Classes.
II. Physical Exercises, Freshman Classes.
III. Vocal Exercises, Freshman Classes.
IV. Breathing Exercises, Sophomore Classes.
V. Posing, Elective Class.
VI. Selection from "Adam Bede,"
Miss May Lemer.
VII. Speech of Wendell Phillips, Miss Emily Fogg.









' IX. Selection from " The Mill on the Floss,"
Miss Edith White.
X. " My Last Duchess," from Browning,
Miss Mary Marot.
XI. " The Kitchen Clock," Miss Hardwick.
XII. " The Bird," from Ruskin's " Queen of
the Air," Miss Redfield.
Wednesday evening, April 29, was a scene of fun
and excitement at Norumbega. The event of the
evening was an auction. "Any thing that any one
has wanted in the past, or wants in the present, or
will want in the future, can be had at ruinous rates at
the Norumbega auction."— This was the announce-
ment on Wednesday morning, by a herald resplendent
in purple and black ; and all who heard assembled in
due time to satisfy their past, present and future wants.
The Norumbega hall was crowded to its utmost capa-
city. Even those who had to stand on the radiator to
get a glimpse of what they were bidding for, were not
disheartened in the least, but carried on the warfare at
as lively a rate as any. Miss Hodgkins was auctioneer,
and a right valiant auctioneer she was. Worn-out
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Senior "tarns" which had been captured and coniis-
cated by the Freshmen, old school books which had
obviously seen their best days, acquired new attractions
under her skilful handling. Steamer chairs and por-
celain cups, work-bags and tin foil daggers, vanished
in a flash— leaving behind them $32 for Alaska. This,
with the money already subscribed in the college,
makes $107, a substantial aid toward the good work of
forming Christian homes in a place where Christian
homes are almost unknown.
An elaborate and costly apparatus for the ventilation
of the Chapel was introduced last year, as is well known.
In the topmost turret over the Chapel, a steam engine
was placed to run a powerful fan, by which the air is
drawn through five large pipes from the top of the
Chapel, while pure fresh air is received below through
six large registers from openings far beyond the outside
walls ; this apparatus acting only when the doors and
windows are shut. Of course a large amount of organic
products is in all the currents when an audience is
present. To consume these products and render the
air positively tonic, Professor Horsford has just intro-
duced a costly apparatus for the generation of ozone.
This apparatus, the invention of the distinguished
electrician Siemans, of Berlin, has only just been
brought to this country, and has been placed in some
of the theatres and hotels in New York City. The
apparatus, which can be inspected in the loft, consists
of a small steam engine which runs a dynamo. Part of
the current of this dynamo runs an electric motor, by
which air is forced into the ozone machine
;
part of it
is properly interrupted and furnishes the primary circuit
of inductive coils, whose high tension secondary circuit
of several thousand volts passes through the air cur-
rents, converting the oxygen to ozone. This ozone is
conveyed in a tin pipe to the top of the Chapel. When
an audience is not present in the Chapel, even though
the fan is creating its powerful up-draughts, the ozone
can be detected by its peculiar odor. When an audi-
ence is present, the ozone, in proper quantities, is not
detected below. If, after proper tests, this scheme
proves satisfactory, Professor Horsford proposes to
work on the air in the Library and Dining Room.
AULD ACQUAINTANCE.
The Cleveland Wellesley Association met Saturday,
April 25, with Miss Mary French. Miss Frances
Seaton read a paper on the works of W. D. Howells.
"The Mouse Trap," one of Howells's most amusing
farces was charmingly presented by seven of the mem-
bers of the Association. Miss Louise Pope as Mrs.
Somers and Miss Jessie Burton as Mr. Willis Camp-
bell were the stars of the occasion. The audience was
most appreciative. At the conclusion of the literary
exercises very attractive plans for another year's work
were formed. An especially attractive programme for
the meeting which will come during the Christmas
vacation was proposed in the hope of pleasing the
members of the Association who are at College during
the year. Other delightful plans for the near future are
maturing. The members of the Association find the
meeting of College friends and the discussion of College
interests once a month so delightful that it is hard for
them to tear themselves away in time for six o'clock
dinners. Most of the Alumna; are rejoicing in the hope
of attending Commencement at Wellesley in June.
The Norumbega Fund received an addition of $86.80
as the proceeds of the Worcester concert, mentioned
in a recent issue of the Prelude. For this, thanks are
due to the following alumnae and former students, who
generously gave time and influence to help along the
good cause :—Miss Mary Whipple, '79, Miss Harriet
L. Cooke, '83, Miss Maud Dodge, '88, Miss Harriet L.
Constantine, '89, Miss Jennie Mclver, '90, Miss Anna
Arnold, '90, Miss Adeliza Brainard, Miss May Hastings,
Miss Mary Jillson, Miss Fanny Bugbee, Miss M. N.
Estabrook, Mrs. Martha Fullam Blair, Mrs. Bertha
Perry Sumner.
BORN.
In St. Paul, Minn., March 21, a son to Mrs. Edith
Hall Lufkin, '88.
In Philadelphia, Pa., April 5, a son, Charles, to Mrs.
Agnes Wood Wadsworth, student at Wellesley, '83-'84.
Thr second meeting of the Boston Wellesley College
Club will be held at the Hotel Thorndyke, Boylston
St. Boston, Saturday afternoon. May i6th, at 3.00
o'clock. Membership fees may be sent to Mrs. M.
G. Curtis, 106 Huntington Ave., Boston, Mass.
The Post Office addresses of the following persons
are wanted for the Record Association. Will all those
who know these addresses, please send them at their
earliest convenience to Miss Laura Jones, Wellesley
College, Wellesley, Mass.
Brackett, Annie, '75
Danforth, Anna R. '75
Danforth, Mary H. '75
Jones, Grace F. '75
Knight, Harriet E. '75
Titus, Imogene, '75
De Figaniere, Claire, '76
Atkinson, Mary R. ^'n
Du Pont, Marguerite, ^]^
Eddy, Rosalie C. '77
Hutchings, Lydia, '77
Talcott, Minnie, '^^
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OUR EXCHANGES.
Rector's wife.—Why, Harry,do you think it's hard
because you have to go to church ? Think how hard it
is for your father, who has to preach.
Harry.—Yes, but he doesn't have to listen to the
sermon.— Yale Record.
Hard on Aaron.
Abou Ben Adem's name led all the rest
In the book of those whom God had blest; but yet
The names of all, if truth must be confessed.
Arranged in order of the alphabet.
—Bruiwnian.
Universal Suffrage.
The female suffragists declare
To vote is woman's sphere,
But let a little mouse come round
And you'll see " woman's fear."
—Briinonian.
Misunderstood .
'Twas at an evening party, 'mid the many lights and
glares
That I went to her and asked her if she'd take my arm
downstairs.
She looked at me bewildered, with her winsome eyes
so blue.




De Pauw University is to have a new theological
building to cost $15,000.
The Indian boys and girls at the Indian school at
Carlisle, Pa., have $11,000 on deposit in the banks at
that place.
Dr. Coulter, of Wabash College, has been elected
president of the Indiana State University.
A new plan for awarding scholarships has been
adopted by the Faculty at Harvard, by which thirty




The New York Alumnae of Mount Holyoke College,
at their recent meeting, voted to build a Mary Brigham
Memorial Cottage, at the cost of $25,000, toward which
they have at present about $6,000.
The Faculty at Harvard have voted upon a change
of recitation hours to go into effect next year. After-
noon work will begin at 1.30 instead of 2, and will last
till 4.30 instead of 4. A new hour will also be put in
from 1.30 till 2.30 on Saturday P. M. which has hither-
tofore been entirely free.
The library of the late Dr. S. Lowell Elliot, the well-
knowned entomologist, has been presented to the
American Museum of Natural History, N. Y. City.
The collection includes 11,000 volumes, valued at
$15,000.
Through the generosity of F. F. Thompson of New
York City, Vassar College is soon to have a new library
building idequate to its needs. It will be attached to
the main building, so that the students will have easy
accjss to reference books. Mr. Thompson has volun-




The University of Denver, numbering in all its de-
partments about 800 students has recently leceived
from ex-Gov. Evans, president of its Board of Trus-
tees, a gift of $100,000. One half of this goes to endow
the chair of literature which has been held by Mrs.
Mary Lowe Dickinson, well known for years of good
work in literary and philanthropic fields. Although
Mrs. Dickinson's health forbade her to remain longer
in the altitude of Denver, the chair has been named
the Mary Lowe Dickinson Chair of Belles Lettres of
the University of Denver.
—
Ex.




Mt. Holyoke College has just started a new paper
called the Pastel.
Harvard, Columbia and Cornell have each received
a copy of the newly discovered manuscript of Aristotle
on the Constitution of Athens.
—
Ex.
Brown has been presented with the gift of an
astronomical observatory from Governor Ladd.
Mr. J. H. H. McNamee has presented a new dor-
mitory to Harvard, which will cost $22,000, exclusive
of land.
The expenses of a student at Amherst are estimated
at from $500 to $600 per )ear.
The Catholic University at Washington, has received
a gift of $400,000 from the Rev. James McMahon, of
New York.
The University of Pennsylvania has decided upon a
uniform college pin. It is a small gold pennant, en-
amelled in red and blue, bearing " U. of Pa."
The University of Pennsylvania will soon erect a
central heating and lighting station. It is intended to
light all the buildings by electricity from power furnished




Dr. Jordan has already completed arrangements for
the appointments to the Faculty of the Stanford Uni-
versity and has made the following selections public :
Dr. Andrew D. White, ex-President of Cornell Uni-
versity, to be the non-resident Professor of History
;
F. Stanford, of Lake Forest Univerity, to be the
Associate Professor in Physics; Horace B. Gale, of
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Washington University, St. Louis to be Professor of
Mechanical Engineering ; Professor Joseph Swain, of
Indiana University, to be the Associate Professor
of Mathematics; Douglass H. Campbell of Indiana
University to be the Associate Professor in Botany.
WABAN RIPPLES.
Instructor : (explaining a picture of the Resurrec-
tion— in the foreground, some skeletons appear.) "In
this we see how they have shed their skeletons and put
on their flesh— ."
The War of Rebellion by the Tan-gent.
There was always a clique of them, so it was said,
The others, by two of the circle were led,
Until the tan-gent got up in a spark.
And said he would not stand that o'erbearing arc.
Then original sin—for shame be it known
The next in command—cried in no gentle tone,
" Cos., you won't "
—
(he was southern—that's why he
said " COS.")
" You yourself are the one who wants to be boss !
If you weren't so touchy and didn't collide.
And tread on arc's toes when you came near his side,
I think you'd do better, but now that you're cot..
You shall walk the chalk-line, for sayin' what you ought
not."
They must have regretted their treatment of him.
For the last that I saw of that figure of sin,
They all were laid out in their boarding-place there




I have not heard until to-day
That bright young Jones is dead.
A brick fell off a roof, you say,
And struck him on the head.
But then I'm not surprised to hear
The story which you tell,
For when I saw him last, last year
He wasn't looking well.
Brunoniiifi.
A Drama in Five Acts.
Syncp'iis,
A cottage maid breweth root-beer.





Scene I. Cottage maid placeth root-beer
on shelf in ice-chest.
Scene //. Cottage maid, Sr. placeth tonic
on shelf in ice-chest
Act IV. Gardener Harry wisheth to slack his
thirst. He liketh root-beer. It seemeth
he liketh tonic. He drinketh. It seem-
eth invigorating
—
yet strangely queer and
queerly strange.
Act V. Scene/. Cottage maid comes and taketh
her root-beer.
Scene If. Cottage maid Sr., comes for
tonic and finds one bottle gone ! ! !
!
Scene ///. Harry on his death-bed.
Our Candies are made









238 TREMONT ST., BOSTON.
Only Store in Boston dealine In Japanese, Chinese







Ladies' Undergarments of every description made to
order. Combination Suits a Specialty.
A nice assortment of Trimmings Icept constantly on
hand.
Tea Gowns, Night and Dressing Gowns made in
any style.
10% Discount to Students.
Room 1, Street Floor.
REGISTER NOW.
aOOD PLACES FOR QOOD TEACHEBS.
aOOI) TEACHEB3 FOE GOOD PLACES.
FAIR DEALINO. EELUBLE. TETJSTWOETHT.
Committees Constantly Applying.
TEACHERS FOR ALL GRADES NEEDED.
EASTERN TEACHERS' AGENCY,
E. F. FOSTER, Manager.
50 Bromfleld St., Boston, MCass.
THE FRANK BLAKE WEBSTER COMPANY,
I3SrCORI»OR.A.TE!r>.
NATURALISTS SUPJPLIES. TAXIDERMISTS.
The Largest Stock of Supplies for Naturalists In the Country. Everything required by BOTANISTS, KNTOMOIiOGISTS
and all other branches of the Study of Natural History.
SB3SrX> FOIS C.A.T.^.IjOi3-TrE! .£k.aT3D ^'ISICB XiIST.
Office, 409 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON. Museum and Supply Depot at Hyde Park.
Publishers of the Ornithologist and Oologist. Send for Sample Copy.
H O I?, TS^ E U,
,
Artistic Photographer
48 WINTER STREIET, BOSTON.
Formerly Operator for the late E. F. RITZ on Temple
Place. Special rates for Students at Wellesley College.
F. B. TOPPAN,
144 TREMONT ST.; between West St. & Temple Place.
* FINE JEWJELRT, ^
Also Importer of
SEXiECT .A-RXISTIC NOVKX-TIICS
From all parts of the World.
BOSTON.
WOMEN'S MEDICAL COLLEGE
OF THE NEW YORK INFIRMARY.
321 East 15tli Street, New York.
Session90-91 will open October 1, 1890. Three years' Graded
Course. Instruction by Lectures, Clinics, Recitations, and prac-
tical work under superTisi"n in Laboratories and Dispensary of
College, and in N. Y. Infirmary.
Clinics and operations in most of the City Hospitals and Dis
pensaries open to women students.
For catalogues, etc., address
EMILY BLACKWELI., M. D., Dean,
.361 331 East 15th Street, New York.
Shreve, Crump & Low Co.
432 Washington St. Boston
D lA B ON 08, WAICHES, JEWELRY,
SILVERWARE.
Agsnts for the celebrated Gorham Plated Ware
dfaoieest atock of Brl« s Brae, Umbrellas, Faragols, Bte.
THE LATEST IDEAS IN FINE STATIONERY.
Autographs, Crasts, Cyphers and Addresses Engraved and
Stamped. Calling Cards and Invitations of
the Correct Style. 3-25
T, E, MOSELEY k CO,,
469 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON,
DEALEKS IN
BOOT'S -A.ITX) SHOES.
A LARGE ASSORTMENT FOR
YOUNG LADIEa
Discount to all Students of Wellesley College
3«-y
The only First-Class place in Boston to get your
HAIR DRESSED FOR PARTIES, OPERAS, WEDDINGS, ETC.,
is at ALMEDA'S, 22 Winter St., over Stowell's.
Also a full line of Human Hair Goods at reduced prices.
Try the Electric Hair Drying Machine after Shampooing. No pulling or snarling,
diylng the Hiiir from five to ten minutes. For falling hair use
Alraeda's £aa de QTimine, 50c. a Bottle.
Corns! Corns! Sure Relief!
Corns, Bunions and Ingrowing Nails treated without Pain
at 132 Tremont St., BOSTON.
Open from 8 to Six Sundays from 10 to 2.







443 WASHINGTON Cor. WINTER ST.
— DEALER IN—
Fine Drugs, Chemicals and Family Medicines.
SELECT FANCY GOODS AND TOILET ARTICLES,
of eTery Description,
Especial Attention given to Physician's Prescriptiotx.
Prompt Attention to Customers. jo j.
:m:iss "V". .a., imzills,
COpTS AP LADIES' UpERWEAP^
MADE TO ORDER.
12 "WKST STREET, Rooms 9 Ss XO.
Over Bigelow & Kennard.
1-36 BosToiT, - . :ls:.a.s3.
JAMES W. HAWLEY,
TSJE NOTED
Lais' Tailor, Gostomer I Mwt\
KeBpectfuUy call the attention of the Ladies' at Wellesley College
that he is ready to make Dresses ana Costumes for Home,
Promenade, Carriage and flTeuiDg; Wear. Also
TOP COATS, DRIVING COATS, JACKETS,
PELESSES, ULSTERS.
The :Fi?>^3SrOES iFEXjESSE
The Kewest London Garment.
Hiding Habits a Specialty.
JAMES W. HAWLEY,
28 Temple Place, - - Boston.
WELLESLEY STUDIO
I open Monday and Tuesday only, each weekfrom
Oct. I, to July I.
W. H. PARTRIDGE, 2838 Washington St., BoatoB.
Desires to call the attention of the Wellesley College
young ladies to the fact that he is again at
45 WEST STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
Levers of Bailey's Fins Candles can find them there Only,
We call your atUntion to the Fine
Stock of GLOVES that
MISS M. K. KISK,
44 TEMPLE PLACE,
Is showing in Kid, Dog Skin, Swede—in fact any-
thing that a Lady can use in Gloves.
Miss Pisk has added to the attraction of her Store,
by opening a counter for Ice Cream Soda, Hot
Bouillon, Chocolate, Coffee, Tea and Milk, making
it very convenient to refresh oneself when shopping.
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